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ABSTRACT
The City of Folsom had been exploring safety enhancements for users of the Folsom Parkway Rail Trail. Since
the Sacramento Regional Transit’s right-of-way for the Light Rail Gold Line (LRT) runs parallel and immediately
adjacent to Folsom Boulevard, the subject pedestrian crosswalks are required to be located on the far side of
the LRT crossing, much farther away from Folsom Boulevard than preferred and expected by both vehicles and
pedestrians. This additional distance between Folsom Boulevard and these pedestrian crosswalks, and the
visual clutter resulting from the LRT crossing equipment, are the root of the identified safety problem.
The presence of the LRT facilities necessitates that the study corridor’s traffic signals be preempted and
blank-out R3-1 (No Right-Turn) regulatory signs be provided to emphasize that this movement is not allowed
access to the grade crossing due to the conflict with the LRT trains. At the time of this study, the City had
recently implemented an improvement to the traffic signal operation at these locations by wiring the previously
described blank-out R3-1 signs to the “Walk” phase of the subject pedestrian crossings. However, compliance
with this regulatory strategy was very low.
To improve compliance and pedestrian safety, two treatment conditions were evaluated: first, the addition of
flashing “Ped Xing” signs to the regulatory pedestrian activated blank-out R3-1 signs, and second, replacing
the regulatory blank-out R3-1 with dual, static R10-15 (Yield To Pedestrians) warning signs accompanied by
the flashing “Ped Xing” signs.
This paper presents the compliance data associated with the testing of the baseline and treatment conditions.

INTRODUCTION
The City of Folsom had been exploring effective means by which to improve safety for users of the Folsom
Parkway Rail Trail and other adjacent pedestrian facilities paralleling Folsom Boulevard between the American
River and US 50. Because the Sacramento Regional Transit’s right-of-way for the Light Rail Gold Line (LRT)
runs parallel and immediately adjacent to
Folsom Boulevard, the subject pedestrian
crosswalks are required to be located on the
far side of the LRT crossing, farther away from
Folsom Boulevard than preferred. This additional
distance between Folsom Boulevard and these
pedestrian crosswalks is the root of the identified
safety problem. Not only does the physical
distance between Folsom Boulevard and the
crosswalks present a challenge for pedestrian
visibility, the presence of standard rail crossing
equipment further complicates conditions by
adding additional visual clutter (Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Complex Visual Field for NBRT Vehicles
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As depicted in Figure 2, six intersections
along this segment of Folsom Boulevard were
the focus of this effort. Each intersection is
signalized, has an adjacent LRT grade crossing,
and has an actuated crosswalk east of Folsom
Boulevard.
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Figure 2 - Folsom Blvd Study
Intersections Existing Conditions
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The presence of the LRT facilities necessitates that each of these traffic signals is preempted when LRT trains
approach (approximately every 15 minutes). During the LRT preemption, traffic is prohibited to cross the
LRT grade crossing, including all east-west, southbound left-turning, and northbound right-turning traffic. In
addition to the standard railroad grade crossing lights, bells, and gates, the northbound right-turn movement is
also provided blank-out R3-1 (No Right-Turn) regulatory signs (one near-side and one far-side) to emphasize
that this movement is prohibited to access the grade crossing due to the conflict with the LRT trains. Visibility
for the northbound right-turn movement is difficult due to their approach angle to the intersections, and these
additional blank-out signs are provided to emphasize the crossing status, which might not otherwise be readily
apparent.
In addition, each of the subject intersections has a standard W10-2 (adjacent rail grade crossing to the right)
with a “1 Track” supplemental plaque and actuated flashing beacons. Figure 3 depicts the warning device
layout currently in place at the study intersections.

R3-1 Blank-Out Signs
W10-2 with Flashing Beacons

Figure 3 - Example Study Intersection Warning Devices
At the time of the study, the City had recently implemented an improvement to the traffic signal operation at
these locations by wiring the previously described blank-out R3-1 signs into the “Walk” phase of the subject
pedestrian crossings (Figure 4). The intention of this operation change was to prohibit northbound right-turns
when a pedestrian actuation had been received and pedestrians were presumably within the crosswalk.
Compliance with this strategy to improve safety at these intersections had been low. Field observations verified
that northbound right-turning traffic routinely disobeyed the “No Right Turn” blank-out sign when illuminated
with a pedestrian actuation. It was concluded that drivers are likely confused by the use of these signs while
the adjacent northbound through movement had a green indication, and that drivers tended to simply follow
the lead of vehicles in front of them (making the illegal movement). Conversely, as expected, compliance was
nearly perfect during an LRT preemption. Discussions with City of Folsom Police indicated that most drivers,
when cited, indicated that they “did not see” the turn restriction signs and were generally unaware of their
wrong doing.
The City indicated that the desired next step to improving safety at these six locations was to enhance the
signing by providing a specific message advising the northbound right-turning vehicles of their “responsibility
with respect to pedestrian right-of-way” within the adjacent crosswalk.
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NBRT R3-1 Blank-Out
Pedestrian Phase

Figure 4 - Example of Pedestrian Actuation (No Northbound Right-Turn during Pedestrian Phase)
To facilitate the collection of field data, a project specific data collection form was developed that enabled the
project team to consistently and uniformly record the applicable field data for the purposes of this evaluation.
The data collection required two observers, one to record the pedestrian actuation characteristics (time and
number/direction of travel of pedestrians), and the other to record northbound right-turning vehicle behavior.
Due to its proximity to the Iron Point LRT Station and the volume of pedestrians that were known to utilize the
adjacent overflow parking lot (and therefore rely on the subject signal pedestrian phase to connect between
the station and the parking lot), the Folsom Boulevard intersection with Iron Point Road was selected as
the sampling location for this evaluation. The data collection period was established as 6:45-8:45 am. Two
consecutive days of data were collected for each condition to desensitize the data to abnormal conditions that
may have occurred. A summary of the survey data collected is provided in Table 1.
Table 1 - Summary of Survey Data Collected
Sample

Date

BASELINE Mar. 2010
AFTER

May 2010

2nd AFTER Jun. 2010

Condition
Ped Activated NRT

NBRT
Total # NBRT Veh Blatant
Peds1 Sample2 Violations3 Compliance4
58

40

13

42% (68%)

Ped Activated NRT + Ped-Xing Signs

52

34

4

63% (90%)

same as AFTER

40

34

8

38% (75%)

60

92

12

87% (80%)

3rd AFTER Oct. 2010 No Ped Activated NRT, Ped-Xing Signs + Static R10-15

Notes: “Ped” = Pedestrian, “NRT” = No Right-Turn Blank Out Sign, “Ped-Xing Sign” = Flashing sign with legend reading “Ped Xing”, and “Static R10-15” = Right-Turn Yield to Pedestrians Sign.
1
Total number of pedestrians, combination of northbound and southbound.
2
Total number of northbound right-turning vehicles whose behavior was observed when presented with ped-initiated condition.
3
The most serious violation in which the northbound right-turning vehicle violated the ped-initiated condition. Driver behavior analogous to green ball (no yield).
4
Initially calculated as the ratio of vehicles who obeyed the ped-initiated condition to the total number of vehicles observed. Modified calculation (shown in parenthesis) included those vehicles who
“yielded” to the ped-initiated condition with those who “obeyed” as a result of the change of traffic control with the 3rd After test condition.
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BASELINE (March 2010)
 The Baseline conditions exhibited a 42 percent compliance rate with the pedestrian-activated turn restriction
with 13 blatant violations.

AFTER (May 2010, Ped Activated NRT + Ped-Xing Signs)
 Northbound right-turning (NBRT) vehicle behavior was noticeably more compliant with the pedestrianactivated turn restriction as evident by improved compliance (42% Baseline / 63% After).
 Good relative pedestrian activity as evident by the total number of pedestrians (58 Baseline / 52 After)
 Good relative NBRT vehicle “exposure” as evident by the NBRT vehicle sample size (40 Baseline / 34 After)
 70 percent reduction in the most severe (blatant) violation that is the greatest safety concern (13 Baseline /
4 After)

2nd AFTER (June 2010, same as After)
 2nd After had less pedestrian activity (58 Baseline / 52 After / 40 2nd After) resulting in drivers being
exposed to fewer conflicts when presented with the NRT and flashing ped-xing signs.
 Good relative NBRT vehicle “exposure” as evident by NBRT vehicle sample size (40 Baseline / 34 After / 34
2nd After)
 50 percent increase from the “after” study; however still a 40 percent reduction from the baseline in the
most severe (blatant) violation that is the greatest safety concern (13 Baseline / 4 After / 8 2nd After)
 Worse compliance than Baseline conditions (42% Baseline / 63% After / 38% 2nd After).

3rd AFTER (October 2010)
 Fairly consistent number of pedestrians as evident by the Total # Peds (58 Baseline / 52 After / 40 2nd
After / 60 3rd After)
 The nature of traffic control and data collection methodology results in a different “exposed” sample size as
evident by NBRT Vehicle Sample Size (40 Baseline / 34 After / 34 2nd After / 92 3rd After)
 The nature of traffic control and data collection methodology results in a slightly different definition of
“blatant” violation” (13 Baseline / 4 After / 8 2nd After / 12 3rd After)
 Improved compliance relative to Baseline conditions (42% baseline, 63% after, 38% 2nd after, 87% 3rd After).
Due to the difference in traffic control (NRT vs. Yield), it was determined that it is not appropriate to directly
compare the previous three data sets with the 3rd After. As summarized above, the 3rd After collection efforts
reflect conditions in which yield control was used as opposed to regulatory “No Right Turn” during the
pedestrian actuation. The following is a summary of the key differences between the 3rd After and previous
three data sets:
 First three conditions easily identified “violations” as those vehicles that did not stop at the limit line.
 First three conditions essentially metered the NBRT sample size by restricting the first (or second or third
depending on driver obedience to NRT) vehicle from proceeding. Conversely, the 3rd After yield control
setup permitted more vehicles (92) to legally make the movement.
 The mathematical calculation of “obedience percentage” previously excluded those “minor violations”
which have been deemed to be very similar to the “obedient” behavior observed with the current yield
control (e.g., creeping past limit line and/or making a partial maneuver while waiting for crosswalk to clear).
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In an effort to most appropriately compare similar data, the NBRT obedience was recalculated for the first
three data sets (68% Baseline, 90% After, 75% 2nd After, 87% 3rd After). Finally, in recognition of the
sheer difference in NBRT driver exposure, the fact that with yield control, the subject vehicles making the
NBRT are only really “tested” in this study when presented with the conflicting pedestrian in the crosswalk,
was considered. It was noted that during the time of study, the overwhelming majority of pedestrians were
northbound; therefore, they are only technically in “conflict” with the NBRT vehicle for approximately half of
the pedestrian phase. NBRT vehicles, which arrive after the NB pedestrian has cleared the EB lanes, presented
a challenge in data collection because it was unclear if vehicles either did not yield or did not perceive a need
to yield (e.g., ignored warning devices or actually scanned crosswalk and determined that there was no need
to slow). In an effort to rectify this condition, we created a slightly modified “3rd After” data set in which we
applied a 40 percent reduction factor to the “obedient” portion of the NBRT vehicle sample size. This reduction
was somewhat arbitrary although it is intended to isolate the portion of the NBRT vehicle pool which was
actually faced with a pedestrian within the crosswalk. When the NBRT sample size is reduced, the “3rd After”
obedience reduces to 80 percent.

CONCLUSIONS
Upon completion of this evaluation, the City installed the “3rd After” traffic control strategy at all six study
intersections. The configuration in which there is no pedestrian activated no-right turn blank out sign (as
was the Baseline condition), dual flashing “ped-xing” signs, and static R10-15 (Turning Vehicles Yield to
Pedestrians) is in place and operational today. As documented in Table 1, this ultimate condition exhibited a
greatly improved compliance rate when compared to the Baseline conditions.
The City continues to monitor the operation of these intersections and is currently in discussions with
Sacramento Regional Transit (RT) regarding the current LRT preemption strategy. The current light rail
preemption logic also results in the sudden termination of the pedestrian “Walk” interval for the crosswalks
paralleling Folsom Boulevard. When preemptions are received during a signal phase in which the adjacent
pedestrian crossing is being served, the preemption logic requires the sudden transition from “Walk” to “Don’t
Walk”, creating confusion for pedestrians. The City desires to improve the interaction between RT and City
facilities throughout this corridor, and to consider enhanced operations by which the City’s traffic signals are
preempted for light rail vehicles. Because of the perceived improvements to signal progression efficiency and
pedestrian safety, the City is pursuing:
 Improved advance preemption logic to alert City traffic controllers earlier of an arriving RT vehicle.
 Consideration for a finite logic where light rail vehicles would enter the start of the coordinated series of
intersections during certain, predetermined “yield points” during the traffic signal cycle. Essentially placing
a hold on a light rail train at the first intersection in the coordinated zone, and once released, light rail
preemption would function as a typical preemption event.
 Improved check-in and check-out logic by which the City traffic signal controllers could perform enhanced
functions leading up to and following light rail preemption events (including improved pedestrian clearance
interval transitions).
The City recognizes the potential for significant pedestrian safety and traffic operations improvements resulting
from effective coordination with RT. Because Folsom Boulevard plays such a significant role in the region’s
traffic patterns, incremental operational improvements are anticipated to improve the safety and travel efficiency
of thousands of their citizens.
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